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GHOST STORIES 

 

Ghost stories were a common component of literature in medieval Europe, ancient 

Greece, ancient Rome, and reformation Europe. Whereas there is a cathartic effect of hearing 

good ghost stories, they were used to reflect the culture and, more importantly, the religious 

beliefs in ancient Rome and medieval Europe. Ghost stories told of the importance of offering 

people proper burials and survival in the afterlife. Like most forms of literature, ghost stories can 

also demonstrate a change in people's lifestyle, practices, and cultures as time passes. Since they 

reflect the culture and religion of people, ghost stories from a particular era demonstrate people's 

ethical behavior during the period. Ghost stories can effectively indicate whether ethical 

behavior has significantly changed or has had little to no change over time. This document 

demonstrates that an analysis of ethical behavior in ghost stories of Rome/Greece, reformation 

Europe, and Medieval Europe show a significant change in ethical behavior over time.  

Part 1 

Greece 

In Greece, ghost stories were used to show that even what is done in the darkness or 

utmost secrecy shall come to light. The Periander, a Corinthian tyrant, sends his henchmen to the 

deads’ oracle to ask for direction on where he had lost something(Johnston and Iles, 1999). This 

ghost story shows the importance of giving people a proper burial and adequately prepare them 

for the afterlife. Melissa was not buried offered a proper burial with her husband, and the rest of 

the people planning her burial, failing to conduct a proper burial ritual(Johnston and Iles, 1999). 

Mellissa states that her clothes were not properly burnt, and they become useless in her afterlife 

as such she will not help. This ghost story reflects the importance of burial rituals in ancient 

Greece and the repercussions of failing to perform the rituals properly.  Ancient Greek ghost 

stories told how dealing with the dead could be public concern (Ogden and Daniel, 2002). For 
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instance, all women had to be stripped naked for Mellissa to help. Haunted houses also show the 

same theme of dealing with the dead becoming a public concern(Ogden and Daniel, 2002). 

Ancient Greek ghost stories insisted on the importance of proper burial rituals and maintaining 

good relationships with the dead.  

Rome 

In Rome, they considered the dead as gods. Ghost stories were used to teach on the 

afterlife and also the importance of burial rituals. Romans believe in an imaginal space where 

visions, dreams, and the dead could merge (King, 2009). Ghost stories in Rome necessitated the 

importance of good relationships with the dead. They believed that humans could receive visions 

and dreams from the dead as warnings or messages (Ogden and Daniel, 2002).  Romans widely 

accepted that they were in touch with the dead as they were with the gods. Romans widely 

conducted rituals in which they worshipped their dead. They had several occasions annually 

where they would make offerings to the dead. Ancient Rome considered their dead as gods since 

they joined gods in paradise.  

Medieval Europe 

Medieval Europe also placed significant importance on burial rituals. Anglo-Saxon burial 

sites show rituals like people being buried with their face down, dismembered, or crushed under 

a boulder (Simpson, 2003). Such actions were done to punish executed criminals in the afterlife. 

It was a way of dishonoring the corpse. Ghost stories from Medieval England show that they 

believed what happened on earth affected the dead and vice versa (Potthoff and Stephen, 2016).  

Medieval Europe ghosts stories show the interconnectedness people in that era believed to have 

between the living and the dead. They believed some deeds that brought suffering on earth were 
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because the dead were wronged by the living (Ghost story 9). The dead could affect the living, 

and the living could also affect the dead. 

Reformation Europe 

A significant number of writings in the reformation Europe era did not believe in the 

existence of ghosts. They did not believe that humans and devils could come into contact and did 

not believe in witchcraft (Ghost story 11). Reformation European literature greatly set out to 

undo the credibility and significance of ghost stories from medieval Europe.  They believed that 

encountering apparitions were not encountering dead souls but rather angels in disguise who 

sometimes could be good or bad (Davies, 2013). Reformation Europe primarily believed in good 

angels from God and bad angels from Satan as the only apparitions one could encounter.   

Part 2 

Ancient Greece, ancient Rome, and medieval Europe had several ethical behaviors in 

common, as portrayed in their ghost stories.  All these societies place particular importance on 

burial rituals. They had certain conditions which the burial of their dead had to meet. All these 

societies believed that the world of humans and that of the dead were interconnected; hence the 

dead could impact the living and vice versa. Ghost stories from ancient Rome and Greece show 

that they believed in the afterlife, and committing wrongful acts could summon dead souls that 

could torment people.  As portrayed in their ghost stories, these societies paid great attention to 

their burial procedures since they could not risk offending the dead since they might require their 

help later.  

There is no significant difference in the ethical behaviors of these three societies. 

However, when comparing them to reforming Europe, there are several key differences. As time 

progressed, ghost stories in reformation Europe did not believe in dead souls interacting with the 
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living but angels disguised. They did not worship their dead or seek the dead for help. In fact, 

during reformation Europe ghost stories, there is mentioning of witchcraft that was considered 

blasphemous (Ghost story 11). In ancient Rome, Greece, and medieval Europe, summoning dead 

spirits was a normal tradition, but in reformation Europe, it was considered a blasphemous act, 

and even so, they did not believe it could happen. Reformation Europe ghost stories show a 

change in burial rituals, with people believing that a burial ritual will not impact the dead or the 

living in any way.  As time progressed, ghost stories show that ethical behaviors changed 

drastically since standard practices like burial rituals lost their value over time. 

In conclusion, an analysis of underlying ethical behaviors as portrayed by ghost stories in 

ancient Greece and Rome, medieval Europe, and Reformation Europe show that ethical behavior 

has significantly changed over time.   Ghost stories through the ages have moved from showing 

the importance of burial rituals and good relationships with the dead to not believing in 

interactions between the living and the dead. As times passed, ethical behavior moved to believe 

in God and angels and not dead souls in the afterlife. Reformation Europe especially saw the 

shift in ethical behaviors portrayed in ghost stories.  
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